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pushed into the retina, the response begins
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a point 100p, from the inner limiting membrane.
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a pure receptor potential to decrease, whereas this clearly
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if

the response were dependent upon both bipolars and
receptors considered as "electronic elements" in Noell's sense. This result
does not therefore seem to support their inference, which is that the elecwould happen

troretinogram originates in the receptors only. There can be no doubt whatever, of course, that receptors are electrically active, but it requires strict
experimental comparisons between macro- and microleads before events
in the two can be identified. Svaetichin (1,954a) concludes that in pushing
his microelectrode into a flsh retina in which the pigment layer has been
scraped away, he is recording the response of single cones. A very curious
finding in this work is two kinds of "contact potentials," "expression of the
characteristics of the material in the cell wa11." There are both negative
and positive surface materia, the negative materia on the outer segment
of the receptor, the positive on the inner segment. The cone potential, which
is a membrane positivity generating impulses (in contradistinction to results by others reviewed in Chapter 1), appears mainly at 4Oy. and 70pr.
What makes it so dfficult to interpret this work is the fact that it differs
from, say, Kat/'s experiments (Chapter 1) in that the electrode tips are
invisible. Yet Svaetichin claims to establish differentiation by 30s,. Concepts such as negative and positive surface materia, which are unique in
the steadily increasing literature of work with outside and inside microelectrodes, suggest bending of the electrodes, bending of the receptors
(left over after removal of the pigrfient), or simply variations of resistance
(uncontrolled) in the small microelectrodes, with consequent variations
of grid current. It would also seem more natural to study the cone action
potential in a cone eye rather than in a damaged mixed eye. Ifowever, it
seems certain that the opposite potentials, recorded from 1865 onward
by so many experimenters (discussed in the last section of Chapter 1),
also can be obtained by microrecording within the receptor layer. As such,
the microelectrode is as sound an approach as any other, although it should
be realized that it is elective and fails to provide answers to many of the
problems raised by Autrum's and Noell's work reviewed above.

Muscle Receptors and Their Reflexes
1. Introduction
TnBnB are several reasons why, in my desire to present one system
of input-output relations with relative completeness, I should choose
muscle receptors and their reflexes rather than e.g., skin or vestibular
organs. First of all: with my discussion of this field I want to pay a
tribute to the memory of my teacher, Sir Charles Sherrington, who
has a greater right than any other physiologist to be called iis pioneer
and founder. The early fundamental results were presented in his Silliman Lectures deliverld 50 years ago (published 1906), but many
important observations were made later-indeed, as late as 1925 by
Liddell and Sherrington. Again, problems of muscular receptivity and
muscle reflexes have for something over a decade interested several
laboratories in the United States as well as my own laboratory and
for this reason, too, the theme seems fitting. Finally, we have a considerable number of new facts to weld into a preliminary integration,
and it would seem of some interest to point out the deficiencies in our
knowledge.

In 1945 the problem of centrifugal or motor control of muscle
afferents was raised from a new angle in a thesis from our laboratory
by Leksell. In this work he presented his discovery that the small
efierent fibers in the ventral roots of mammals did not, when selectively stimulated, set up contractions but merely caused afferent firing
from the muscle sense organs. This, of course, means that phasic and
postural reflexes, spasticity, rigidity, etc. must be reconsidered from
the point of view of the mechanism of efferent control. These questions
will be discussed in Chapter 7.

2. The histological basis
More than 100 years ago the muscle spindles, according to Ruffini
,tr"t, (1851); in Ruffini's (1898)

(1898), were discovered by
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opinion Weismann's paper of 1861 contains the flrst reliable histological description of them.* In his extensive histological studies on
the innervation of muscle Kiihne (1863a,b) described the structures
in detail and named them muscle spindles. A review of the old literature is found in Ruffini's (1898) Paper. Prior to the fundamental contributions by Sherrington (1894) and Ruffini (7897, 1898) there was
actually an extensive literature on muscle spindles. Weismann's theory
that they were muscular regeneration centers was supported by leading
biologists like Kiihne (1863a) and Kijlliker (1863).
A great step forward was taken when Sherrington ( L894), by degeneration experiments, traced their fibers into the dorsal roots and
thus proved these structures to be sensory end-organs provided with
afferents and over a period of about 40 years (1894-1930) finally
developed the study of reflexes from muscles, the essential results of
which for a long time have been part of general medical education.
Ruffini's histological work was published in English in 1897 and 1898,
and very little has since been added to his and Sherrington's descriptions of the structure of the muscle spindle. The detailed analysis of
the function of this organ was left for the electronic era of research,
but Ruffini made it perfectly clear that the spindles should be classified
among the most highly developed sense organs in the body, being
second only to the eye and the ear. He said: "Apart from the organs
of special sense (eye, ear, etc.) the body possesses no terminal organ
that can compare with these in richness of nerve-flbres and of nerve
endings."

In addition to the muscle spindle there is another sensory structure,
the Golgi tendon organ, of which something is known physiologically.
It appears to work in close cooperation with the spindle and is Iocated
at the insertion of the tendons into the muscles but not so strictly that
after cocainization or removal of the tendons one could be certain to
have a preparation devoid of these receptors (see e.g. Barker, 1948).
According to Sherrington (1894) and Barker, there are also tendon
organs at the insertion of the muscle spindles themselves, even "frequently" in Bar-ker's opinion. The tendon organs were discovered by
Golgi and an excellent description of them is found in Vol. 1 of his
Opera omnia (1870-83, later ed. 1903). The early work is well re'i I have seen only A. H. Hassall's book of 1852 (The microscopic anatomy of
the human body in hea-lth and disease, 2 vols. Taylor, Walton, and Maberley,
London. 570 pp.). To an amateur histologist neither his nor Weismann's (1861)
paper carries conviction, while Kiihne's, and particularly Kcilliker's, drawings
leave no doubt about what they have seen.
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viewed by Sherrington ( 1900b; cf. Cattaneo, 1888), who ascribes their
discovery to Rollett ( i 876 ) and Golgi ( 1880) . The latter differentiates
between musculotendineous organs, apparently those which today are
called Golgi tendon organs, and a second type consisting of varieties
of Pacini bodies of different size.
Below we shall conf,ne ourselves to muscle spindles and Golgi tendon

organs, which are the only ones properly anaTyzed physiologically.
There are also pain endings in muscles, which do not seem to differ
from those described in other tissues.
The following description of the mammalian muscle spindle is based
on the papers of Sherrington (1894), Ruffini (1897, 1898), Kiihne
(1863a,b), Kcilliker (1863), Denny-Brown (in Creed et al., 1932) and
Barker (1948). Barker's paper is particularly complete. It provides a good
reconstruction of a whole spindle from a rabbit, a number of interesting
details, and a well-balanced discussion of the histological and physiological
to 1948. A great many new physiological results
have since been added. Excellent reviews of muscle innervation as a whole
have been written by Hinsey (L927) and Hines and Tower (1928). The
most recent review is by Tiegs ( 1953).

evidence available up

The muscle spindle consists of a number of so-called intrafusal
striated muscle flbers, in cats generally six, and differing from the ordinary motor or extrafusal fibers in several ways. The 4-6 intrafusal
flbers form one organ in the sense that they come together, having
often started proximally from different extrafusal fibers, and end together at a tendon in the distal part, sometimes there, also, attached to
the extrafusal endomysium. The single intrafusal muscle fiber, illustrated in Fig. 87a, is seen to consist of two striated polar portions divided by a noncontractTle nuclear bag. The transitional or myotube
region on either side of the bag loses its striation as it approaches the
middle of the bag. The main contractile portion receives a motor
innervation of small flbers. The sensory afferents form two systems,
one on the nuclear bag itself, called the primary ending-often, too,
the annulospiral ending-the other the secondary or flower-spray ending located in the myotube region. All these terms are Ruf8ni's. In
cats it appears legitimate (Barker) to regard the metaphorical terms
as reasonably accurate, but in, e.g., rabbits and man it is not possible
to distinguish the two types deflnitely on grounds other than that of
location. Barker therefore prefers Ruffini's alternative terms "primary"
and "secondary" endings. Fig. 87b shows simple and complex otganizations in detail. In the simplest endings only one fiber is seen to have
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into the lymphatic space below the capsule of the bag
to form a pdmary ending; greater complexity is introduced by single
or double secondary endings, the latter, if double, on either side of
the never missing primary ending. These complex organs are most
common in cats. The primary or nuclear bag endings are "closely
heaped together and occupy approximately L6Op of the equatorial
region, the secondary ending is more scattered and covers a length
penetrated

of approxirnately 480p" of the myotube region.
The afferent nerves of the primary endings are the largest ones
known in the body of mammals, up to 20p in diameter in the nerve
(Sherrington, 1894), but those of the Golgi tendon organs fall into
the same general category. The secondary endings have smaller fibers.
In view of this it is somewhat unfortunate from the point of view of
nomenclature that Matthews (1933) in making the first physiological
identif,cation called the primary endings A, and the secondary ones Ar.
Perhaps new terms such as nuclear bag endings and myotube endings
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would help to counteract confusion and terminologically associate
function with anatomy. Contraction of the spindle fiber would stretch
the nuclear bag with its coil of terminals, while the myotube endings,
being themselves in the "myo" or contractile part of the organ, might
be less sensitive to this form of stimulation, the coil perhaps rather
tending to crumple in the shortening process. However, as Fulton and
Pi-Sufrer (1927-28) first pointed out, since the intrafusal structure
as a whole is placed parallel to extrafusal or ordinary muscle fibers,
the contraction of the latter should unload the spindle organ and thus
silence it. The Golgi tendon organs, again, being in series with the
extrafusal fibers (unless some really are in series with the spindle)
will record tension equally to stretch and contraction.
The final result of tendon and spindle messages relative to the state
of the extrafusal fibers, on the other hand, might be altered if spindle
and extrafusal fibers could contract independently. The relative tensions of intra- and extrafusal f,bers would by such means be adjustable
in a highly plastic fashion to a large variety of conditions. As we shall
see, this is what actually happens, so that Ruffini's view that the spindle

a.

Fig. 87a. Diagram of a single ir.rtrafusal muscle fiber; each polar region
been shortened to about a

has

third of its typical length.

Fig. 87b. Diagrams of th: equatorial regior.rs of two rabbit muscle spindles
illustrating types of sensory innervation. Intrafusal muscle bunclle shown in

outline only, and area of nuclear bags indicated by exaggerated swelling.

Spindle from m. vastus intermedius of quadriceps. Single and complex ending
shown. (Barker, Quart. l. Micr. Sci., 89, I43. 1948.)

organ is second in complexity only to the eye and the ear has come true.
Fig. 88 illustrates the motor (A) and sensory (B) innervation of
the muscle spindle (Barker's diagram). The salient point is that the
intrafusal innervation by small fibers, mentioned above, is profuse
in the sense that the individual fibers dichotomize to form several
small motor end plates on both polar regisns. It was shown by Hagbarth

and Wohlfart (1952) that individual fibers also overlap on difierent
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spindles. The intrafusal or spindle flbers therefore possess what is
called multiple innervation. The small fibers of the spindles I shall
call y fibres in order to have a convenient term. The reason is that
Leksell found (1945) that they conduct impulses at velocities of the
order of 20-44 meters per second, which in the classification of Erlanger
and Gasser (1937) would be 7 rate of conduction. By contrast the
large ordinary motor fibers conduct at a rates, 60-1 15 meters per
second. These run to the extrafusal fibers, but in Fig. 88 Barker has
also inserted a relatively large motor fiber for one polar region of the
spindle (see Barker, for relevant literature). The physiological evidence on this point is controversial: Matthews (1933) and Leksell
(1945) came to the conclusion that there may be some o innervation
of the spindles also, but Hunt and Kufler (1951a), aftet a careful
search, maintain that this is not the case. Be this as it may, it nevertheless seems clear on their evidence that the main innervation of the
spindles in ankle flexors and extensors is by y fibers. There may well
be differences between diflerent muscles, and it is also clear from all
fiber spectra so far published that some overlap in conduction rates
between fibers with difierent tasks is to be expected. The terms a and y
are, however, good enough for practical purposes and stand for largefiber and small-fiber innervation.
It was found by Tasaki and his collaborators (Tasaki and Mizutani, 1944;
Tasaki and Tsukagoshi, t944; Kobayashi, Oshima and Tasaki, L952) that
the effect of direct repetitive stimulation of toad motor nerves of small
diameter was a slow graded muscular contraction accompanied by a nonpropagated muscle potential of long duration. Further study of this system
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by Kuffier and Gerard (1947) and Kuffier, Laporte, and

muscle fiDre

aPoncurostS

B

Fig. 88. Diagrams of an idealized rabbit muscle spindle; polar regions short-

to about half their typical length. In I the motor innervation is shown, but
the sensorv innervation has been omitted to demonstrate the morphology of
the equatorial region. Motor end plates represented as black disks. B shows the
same spindle with the addition of a sensory innervation comprising one primary
ened

and one s:conCary ending. (Barker, Quart.

l. Micr.

Sci.,89, 143. 1948.)

Ransmeier

(1947) demonstrated that the muscle potential was conflned to the region
of the neuromuscular junction and that this system was widely distributed
in the body and capable of developing considerable tension. Kuffier and
Vaughan Williams (1953a,b) have since proved that the small flbers
actually run to individual muscle fibers with specific slow or "tonic" properties as well as specffic electrical properties, analyzed by them in considerable detail. Actually Kriiger (L952) had found two types of muscle
flber in the frog and identified them with tonic and phasic muscles, and
there is a considerable old literature on tonic and phasic types of contraction in frog muscle (for references see Tasaki and Mizutani, 1.944; Kuffier
and Vaughan Williams).
Flowever, despite Krtger's statement that the two types of muscle
occur also in mammals, Hunt and Kuffier (1951a,b) have failed to find
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any evidence in favor of speciflc tonic muscle fibers in them. In agreement with Leksell (1954) they find that the small 7 fibers innervate muscle
spindles exclusively and do not set up any contractions. I need not therefore discuss the tonic system in frog muscles in this connection. It seems
appropriate, however, to point out that the intrafusal or spindle fibers are
likely to respond very much like the tonic system in the frog. We shall
see below that all the evidence points to the intrafusal flbers being capable
of slow graded contractions based on nonpropagated potentials and not
on conducted action potentials (Kuffier, Hunt, and Quilliam, i951). Kuffier
and Vaughan Wiliams (1953b) have emphasized the close analogy between the mammalian small-nerve spindle system and the frog small-nerve
tonus system.
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tendon organs. The Pacinian corpuscles must be few in muscles (Wohlfart,
personal communication ) . Gastrocnemius medialis probably therefore contains a large number of tendon organs. Again, in soleus 59 of tbe 1,44
afferents were thick and practically all would be used up by the 56 nuclear
bag endings. There were 31 thin and 54 medium-sized fibers in the soleus.
b.

There are several measurements of efferent and afierent fiber spectra

of the nerves leading to the muscles on which the main part of the
physiological work on mammalian spindles has been carried out (e.g.
Eccles and Sherrington, 1930; Rexed and Therman, 1948; Lloyd and
Chang, 1948; Fernand and Young, 1951; Hagbarth and Wohlfart,
1952). The muscle receptors have generally been studied in ankle
flexors and extensors for the simple reason that flxation of the animal
preparation is more reliable at knee and ankle than at hip and knee,
and the spindles are extremely sensitive to movement or vibration.
Fixation at three joints is necessary. There is also in the traditions from
Sherrington's laboratory a stock of knowledge available about the
reflex behavior of these muscles (see Creed et al., 1932), which has
been very useful. Another valuable preparation has been the tiny hip
flexot m. tenuissimus which in the cat is a slender red band a couple
of mm. in width and innervated by about 85 fibers (Adrian, 1925 ). This
preparation has been used, e.g., in the important paper by Kuffier,
Hunt, and Quilliam ( 1951 ).
In discussing afferent caliber spectra I am using Hagbarth and
Wohlfart's data because these are the only ones that also contain
spindle counts. The distributions of afierent fiber sizes and muscle
spindles for gastrocnemius medialis, soleus, and tibialis anterior are
shown in Fig. 89.
The big gastrocnemius medialis contained only 45 muscle spindles, as
against 56 and 57 in the considerably smaller soleus and tibialis anterior.
The nuclear bag endings of gastrocnemius medialis thus required only 45
of the 145 thick fibers available. The thin and medium-sized flbers were
25 per cent each. If the thick and medium-sized flbers are considered as
supplying spindle organs, there will be 104 large fibers available for Golgi
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Fig. 89a. Number of muscle afferent fibers of different size plotted against
fiber diameter in p (caliber spectrum). 1: soleus, 2: gastrocnemius medialis,
3: tibialis anterior.
Fig. 89b. Distribution of muscle spindles in soleus. (Hagbarth and Wohlfart,
Acta anat., 15, 85. 1952.)

In the tibialis anterior there were 276 affercnt flbers, of which as many
as 118 were thin, 81 medium, ard77 large. If the thick and medium-sized
fibers are taken to supply the spindles, there will be lLl large fibers available for Golgi tendon organs and Pacinian corpuscles. Tibialis anterior is
characterized by a particularly large number of the small and smallest
afferents.

Golgi tendon organs conducting as rapidly as spindles are by no means

dfficult to find (Hunt and Kuffier, 1951b), For gastrocnemius and tibialis
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anterior the anatomical evidence (Sherrington, Ruffini, Barker) cited
above to the effect that the nuclear bag endings are innervated by the
largest flbers and the myotube endings by somewhat smaller fibers is in
agreement with Hagbarth and Wohlfart's data.
On the efferent side the situation seems simpler. Fig. 90, from the
paper by Eccles and Sherrington (1930), shows that the flbers fall
into two main groups, those which somewhat schematically have
been called a and 7. For the comparisons with the three muscles discussed above I return to Hagbarth and Wohlfart's data. There were
430 efierent flbers in gastrocnemius medialis, 25-30 per cent of which

l
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to supply spindles exclusively. Some recalculations may therefore be of
interest. If for the parallel-flbered soleus we take approximately 265 efferent fibers, considering the data of both Eccles and Sherrington and
Hagbarth and Wohlfart, 185 would belong to motor units capable of delivering a maximum tetanic contraction of 2230 grams, or approximately
12 g. per unit (12 X 185:2220). The maximal twitch is taken to be
580 g. and thus for each motor unit (580:185) something around 3 g.
Assuming these effects are given by some 100 extrafusal muscle fibers
(see above for tib. ant.), it seems clear that the chance of obtaining a
measurable amount of tension from an individual muscle spindle contracting maximally is nil. Even if all 56 spindles in soleus were stimulated
together in a selective fashion, as with some luck may be done (see Chapter 7), it is unlikely that one would succeed in obtaining a measurable
spindle contraction, considering how the spindles are distributed inside a
muscle (see Fig. 89).

Fig. 90. Cross section of branch of deafferented motor nerve to the lateral
gastrocnemius muscle. Note typical difference between large alpha flbers and
small gamma fibers. (Eccles and Sherrington, Proc. Roy. Soc. of Lond., B 106,
326. t93O.)

were thin ones. The minimum number of y fibers for the 45 rnuscle
spindles, on the notion that there is at least one end plate to each

polar region and 6 intrafusal fibers in the cat's spindle, is
2 X 6 X 45 - 450, as against the lO6-129 actually found by count-

ing. The 7 fibers must therefore branch and overlap profusely (cf.
above, Barker). In soleus there would be about 200 o flbers (or motor
units in the sense of Eccles and Sherrington, 1930) and 90 y fibers,
the number of 7 being given by the latter authors as 31 per cent. In
tibialis anterior Rexed and Therman (1948) found 38 per cent of
7 fibers. This means, on Hagbarth and Wohlfart's data, that there
arc 206 such fibers and 337 o fibers or motor units. Since the number of muscle fibers in tibialis anterior was about 37,000, the motor
unit comprises on an average 110 muscle fibers.
Eccles and Sherrington, in assigning maximum contraction values to
the motor units, included the 7 fibers, which at that time were not known

The calculations by Eccles and Sherrington, of which these are but a
recalculation, have, however, been contested by Kobayashi, Oshima, and
Tasaki (1952) , who maintain that direct tetanic stimulation of single fibers
running, e.9., to soleus, produces a tension of L-2 g., the initial tension
of the muscle being 50 g. They obtained values of the same order also
by the technique of Eccles and Sherrington, that is, by stimulating the
whole mtscle nerve and dividing maximum tension by flber number. It
seems fairly obvious that their values cannot be correct. With tibialis
anterior they themselves recorded on an average 23OO g. tension, a most
probable value. This means about 7 g. for the motor unit, despite the low
initial tension used, as against their own average value of 1.8 g. On their
own tension values a similar calculation for soleus would give 2420/185
which is around 13 g. or almost exactly the flgure given above (lZ g.).
There are apparently errors in their histological work, since in order to
obtain their value (1.8 g.) they would have to have 1344 a fibers, which
is 7-8 times more than anybody else has seen. The directly recorded values
of the Japanese authors are likely to apply to minimal rather than maximal
performance.

3. Physiological properties of muscle receptors
Following upon the early isolation of stretch receptors in muscles
by Adrian and Zotterman (7926a), Matthews in a series of papers
(1929, l93la,b, 1933) studied them thoroughly by the single fiber
technique and described the basic responses to stretch and contraction
of muscle-nerve preparations. With the frog's muscle spindle (1931)
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he first found evidence in support of Fulton and Pi-Sufler's (192728 ) prediction that the spindle organs would pause during a con-

traction of the extrafusal (motor) fibers because the intrafusal
fibers were parallel to the contracting extrafusal ones and hence unloaded. Also, in isometric (constant length) contractions unloading
would occur because the tendons are elastic, so that some shortening of the extrafusal muscle fibers actually could take place.
The diagram of Fig. 91 summarizes the behavior of a Golgi tendon organ and a muscle spindle sense organ in relation to muscle
length. The following features, all taken from Matthews' (1933) work

with mammalian muscle receptors, should be noted; the
organ has a slow spontaneous discharge at the slight initial
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the tendon organs will be silenced by the drop of tension. Both nuclear
bag and myotube endings in the spindle would in this test behave in a
similar way. Thus, Matthews succeeded in difierentiating clearly be-

tween spindle organs (his A+ype) and tendon organs (his B+ype).
Their different behavior during contraction will hence be our main
criterion for identification of single fiber discharges from a given
muscle.
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Fig. 91. Diagram illustrating the response of a Golgi tendon organ and a
spindle ending during stretch and contraction of the muscle. The muscle is drawn
below in black, between lines indicating its insertions. See text.

to be given to the muscle, the spindle organ a faster one.
The higher threshold of the tendon organ may, paftly at least, account
for this. At 1 the muscle is stretched and both organs fire, adaptation
being more rapid in the spindle organ. At 2 the muscle resumes its
original tension and length. There is a drop in frequency before the
spontaneous activity returns in the spindle, partly (and probably
largely) on account of the viscoelastic properties of the muscle fibers
(Matthews), partly owing to postexcitatory inhibition with a positive
swing of the potential recorded at the end-plate terminals (see Chapter L, sec. 4). With the slow spontaneous discharge of the tendon organ the postexcitatory inhibition is less in evidence. At 3 the muscle
is assumed to shorten, owing to tetaniq stimulation of the fibers of
"
its nerve. The spindle organ is now unloaded and pauses at the time
when the tendon organ, being in series with the contracting muscle,
records the increased tension by a discharge. At 4 the muscle is
pulled out by the myograph at cessation of stimulation. The slack
spindles will now be pulled upon and consequently discharge, while
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Fig" 92. Above: histological flber diameter spectrum of nerve to soleus (cat)
taken rrom Lloyd and Chang (1948). Below: conduction velocities of individual
fibers from stretch receptors in soleus plotted against number of fibers. So/id
line: A units spindles; broken line: B units Golgi. Scale of conduction velocity
has been made comparable to scale of diameters in upper flgure. Note lack of
difference in velocities in A and B fibers. Both fall into the larger group (I) of
the histological spectrum. (Ilunt and Kuffier, l. Physiol., 113,298. 1951b.)

Matthews'work also suggested a differentiation between nuclear bag
and myotube endings in the spindle. The nuclear bag endings (A2)
were found to give larger spikes than the other (A1), and slightly
supramaximal stimuli (10-20 per cent) made them discharge during
the pause showing-it was assumed-that the intrafusal flbers had
been made to contract, and thus the endings were restimulated. He did
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not succeed in making the myotube endings discharge during the pause.
Thus, judging by spike height, Matthews concluded that the afferents
of nuclear bag and tendon organs (B) had much the same range of
conduction velocity, while those of the myotube endings conducted at
a slower rate.
b.
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the afferent fiber spectrum of Lloyd and Chang (1948), which has a
more marked group of medium-sized fibers than in many other measurements. All the spindle endings were found to belong to the group of
large and fast fibers. In agreement with Matthews they also placed
the Golgi tendon organs within the same group. In view of Matthews'
results and the measurements by, e.9., Hagbarth and Wohlfart (1952)
presented above, Merton (1953) concluded that they had missed the
myotube endings and took up this question for reinvestigation. Matthews isolated the fibers in the muscle nerves and not in the roots, as
did Hunt and Kuffier. In the work of the latter it seems that the more
delicate medium-sized fibers tend to become inactive very quickly
(Merton, 1953). Yet every now and then one finds slowly conducted
responses of the spindle or A-type also in the roots, and Fig. 93 shows
a comparison between a slowly and a rapidly conducted spindle response from the cat's tibialis anterior muscle recorded by Merton.
At about the same time Hunt (1953) must have arrived at a similar
conclusion, because at the Montreal congress he also presented results

referring to slowly conducted endings of the spindle type. The results
of Matthews therefore stand unchallenged: there are slowly and rapidly
conducting spindle afferents, the latter conducting at much the same
rate as the Golgi tendon organs. Actually, Matthews found the myotube endings to be in the majority (50%), as, indeed, all histological
work (see above) has suggested.
Fig. 93. Records from slow- and fast-conducting spindle afferents in tibialis
anterior recorded in dorsal root fllaments. The top records show the characteristic pause in discharge during active contraction of the muscle to a single maximal
shock. Time calibration scales for top records 1/10 sec. In the lower records
the nerve to tibialis was stimulated by electrodes close to the muscle and the
interval between shock artifact and spike potential is a measure of conduction
velocity. Time: 1,000 cy/sec. Conduction distance approximately 14 cms. For the
slow afferent fiber in a the velocity is 33 m/sec., for the fast afferent in D,
100 m/sec. In a there was no change in latency when the nerve was cut between
stimulating electrode and muscle; so the impulse recorded is not a back response
from the muscle. (By courtesy of P. A. Merton, Nobel Institute for Neurophysiology, Stockholm.)

Hunt and Kuffier (1951b), with the sweep circuits nowadays available for latency measurements, isolated a very large number of single
muscle spindle afferents in the dorsal roots of the cat and measured
conduction velocities. They found only one type of spindle afferent,
the nuclear bag ending, as identified by Matthews (1933), and Fig.
92 shows the distribution of their conduction velocities compared with

4. The

efferent spindle control

As pointed out above, it has been known for a very long time that
the spindles are provided with motor end plates. Matthews (1,933)
found (with nuclear bag endings) that supramaximal stimuli of 10-20
per cent were needed to make a spindle contract so as to flll out the
pause during contraction with a discharge. Leksell (1945) was the
first to succeed in recording the electroneurogram of the y fibers.
Fig.94a is from his paper and shows the large-fiber response succeeded
by the small-fiber response, both elicited by a single shock to a muscle
nerve. Fig. 94b is a record by Hunt (1951) showing similarly the
response in one large fiber followed by that of a small fiber in the
cat's tenuissimus. Leksell's measurements of conduction velocities gave
values which for the small flbers were 20-38 per cent of those obtained
with the fastest, fibers. These he found to conduct at rates of 90-115
meters per second.
Kuffier, Hunt, and Quilliam proceeded to work out these relations
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in terms of single fiber responses and found for the cat's soleus smallflber y conduction rates of 15-50 mfsec with a peak at 30 m/sec.
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Frg. 94a. Correlation between the action potential and the size of the ventral
root fibers. The action potential was recorded in the ventral root Sr in response

tostimulationof thetibialnerve.A: timescaleinmsec. Band,C: caliberscales
of the outside diameters of the nerve fibers in p. Scale B corresponds to a
direct relation between outside diameter and conduction velocity. Scale C
corresponds to a direct relation between axon diameter and conduction velocity.
(Leksell, Acta physiol. scand., 10, Suppl. 31. 1945.)

Fig. 94b. Recording from nerve to tenuissimus. Stimulation of single large
and small fibers in ventral root filament. Note difterence in potential size. Fiber
giving larger potential conducted at 92 m/sec., the smaller at 30 m/sec. This
corresponds to flber diameters of 15 and 5p. Time scale; 1000 cy/sec. Conduction distance 11 cm. (Hunt, l. Physiol., 115,456. 1,951.)

Tasls 4
Relativc Threshold of Ventral Root Fibers'r'
Recorded

Stintulated Ventrctl Alpha
Alpha Gamnta Gamnto
Nerve
Root Threshold. Maximum I hreshold Muxintum

Sciatic
Peroneal
Peroneal

l, 6
L6
L7
Gastroc.med. S 1
Tibial
S1

3.1

3.7
3.5
3.9

23

-,.-,
z--)

4.0
4.2

t2
t6

1

J.J

I

3.5

1
1
L

13
15

'F Leksell, Acta physiol. scand., 10, Suppl. 31. 1945.

From Table 4

it

appears that in order to bring in all the y fibers
by stimulation of the whole nerve trunk to a muscle, very strong shocks
must be used. The whole a supply, as evidenced by both spike height
and maximal contraction, is activated by stimuli which are but 2.3
to 3.5 times threshold strength (cf. O'Leary, Heinbecker, and Bishop,
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1935). At 3.5 to 4.2 times the threshold the 7 responses begin to
y activation requires 12 to 23 times the " threshold.
Since Matthews (1933) obtained effects upon the nuclear bag endings
with shocks only 10-20 per cent suprathreshold, he must have used
longer shocks than Leksell or else stimulated small o ef1erents capable
of exciting mechanical effects upon suitably located spindles (Hunt
and Kuffier, 1951a).
Leksell's next step was to show that it was possible by compression
of the nerve to block the o fibers selectively (cf. Gasser and Erlanger,
1929). The remaining y response was incapable of eliciting a muscle

occur, but full

contraction. However, when the leading-off electrodes were shifted to
the dorsal roots, selective y stimulation was found to set up a heavy
discharge from the muscle sense organs despite absence of contraction. For this, however, there had to be some tension in the muscle.
He concluded that the 7 flbers probably were motor for the intrafusal
or spindle fibers.
Kufler, Hunt, and Quilliam, by the technique of single-flber isolation, confirmed Leksell's results and proved that the sense organs belonged to the spindle type, as Leksell had surmised. Golgi tendon
organs did not respond. Fig. 95, from Kuffier, Hunt, and Quilliam's
paper, illustrates the response of a spindle organ to stimulation of one
7 fiber (soleus). This spindle seems to have been silent at zero tension.
The favorable efiects of tension and stimulus frequency on the discharge are beautifully recorded. Efferent flbers conducting below 55
mf sec. never succeeded in setting up contractions in the muscle and
were always found to be destined for the spindles. Their detailed
elaboration of the y system thus corroborated Leksell's pioneer work.
Several new facts were added. It is particularly interesting that peripheral postexcitatory facilitation of the spindle discharge was noted
in addition to the expected postexcitatory inhibition (see above).
Several spindles go on discharging after cessation of 7 stimulation-

in fact, Hunt and Kuffier (1951a) later reported that such effects
could be noted up to 7 seconds after stimulation at 20/sec. for l-2
seconds. Such relatively long-lasting after=effects of stimulation would
be expected on the view (cf. above) that the intrafusal muscle fibers
have the slow tonic properties of the speciflc tonic fibers in frogs and

toads.

The 7 mechanism of efferent control is capable of filling out the
in the discharge of the spindle during isometric contraction.
This is clear from Fig. 96, from Hunt and Kuffier's (1951a) work.
z4 is the baseline discharge at three different tensions, B the efiect of
pause
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stimulation of a single 7 f,ber which exclusively activates the spindle
while the myograph record remains quiet. In D the muscle is made
to contract by large fiber or o stimulation alone and the pause is clearly
displayed. In C the small y fiber has been stimulated as in B but this
time together with the large fibers as in D. The pause is now being
"
fllled out-the more efficiently, the greater the initial tension.
o9h

5

20

9-

9m

A

o

50 cps

Fig. 95. Recording of single afferent

discharges

in dorsal root

Sr

from soleus

on sweep of 260 msec. duration. External stretch on muscle of 0, of 5 and 20 g.
Stimulation of single small efierent fiber to soleus in S, at 100/sec. Artifacts
indicated by small downward deflections. l.'no stimulation, ,B.. 4-6 stimuli, C:
9-11 stimuli, D: 14-1.6 stimuli. Note change in baseline discharge rate at different tensions. Effectiveness of small-nerve ? stimulation is greater at higher
tensions and increases with number of stimuli. In this unit continued excitation
at 100/sec. eventually established, after period of facilitation, response rate
which was same as stimulus frequency ("driving"), even at zero tension. (Kuffier,
Hunt, and Quilliam, l. Neurophysiol., 14, 29. 1951.)

In the anatomical section (above) it was also pointed out that the
spindle efferents overlap profusely. By isolating single y efferents Hunt
and Kuffier (1951a) have conflrmed this physiologically. All spindles
examined from this point of view showed evidence of multiple innervation and three to flve 7 efferents to the same spindle could often be
isolated. Some were more efficient, some less, and their effects were

Fig. 96. Effect of contraction on response to small-nerve 7 stimulation. Recording from single A or spindle receptor from flexor digitorum longus at initial
tensions of 2, 1.5, and 35 g. Second beam indicates strain gauge response. l.'
baseline discharge. B.' stirnulation of isolated r fiber (9 stimuli at 10 msec. intervals
at beginning of sweep). Note that effect on afferent discharge increases as muscle
tension is raised. No muscle contraction results. D.' similar stimulation of a
portion of the ventral root containing no ? fibers. Cessation of discharge during
contraction. C.' simultaneous stimulation of z fiber as in B and large o fibers
as in D. At 2 g. tension there is a pause in the discharge while at 15 and 35 g. r
stimulation becomes increasingly effective. Potentials 0.2 mV. Maximal tetanus
tension 140 g. (Hunt and Kuffier, J. Physiol., 113,283. 1951a.)
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A single shock to one single y fiber rarely succeeded in activating the end organ, but one shock to two or several efierents elicited
a discharge. We have already noted the favorable effect of stimulus
summed.

iteration.

5. The pause, the silent period, and

the
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Thus, for instance, it is clear that either of the pausing end-organsnuclear bag or myotube endings-must be excitatory if either or both
play a role in the silent period. fnasmuch as inhibition is engaged in
this phenomenon, the Golgi tendon organs, which fire during the contraction in proportion to the amount of tension developed, would have
to be inhibitory, provided that the contraction is set up by o fibers alone.

recurrent collaterals
By the pause is meant the purely peripheral phenomenon, studied
in so many of the records shown in the previous sssllsn-namely, that
the muscle spindles do pause during a contraction unless they are
speciflcally activated by efferents. They will not be activated during a
twitch to o fibers alone, and so the question arises of what this pause
in the aflerent input may signify in the reflex output which the spindle
afierents are likely to produce. Actualtry, Hoffrnann (1,9L9, L922)
found in man, using electromyography, that if by volitional contrac=
tion a steady background of action potentials was maintained in a
muscle, these ceased for a while during a contraction" This is the silent
period (Fig. 100, record 1)- There were two eartry theories explaining
the silent period: one, sponsored by Denny-Brown (1928), assumed
that a refractory phase after a relatively syrchronous motor volley
was maintained afterward by inhibitory irnpulses freiur nuclear bag
afferents, the other, by Fulton and Pi-Sufler (1927-28), ascribed it
to cessation of spindle impulses (the pause) postulated to occur because of the anatomical arrangement of the intrafusal fibers parallel
to the extrafusal ones. Hoffmann himself at the time thought of the
silent period in terms of central refractoriness of some kind. DennyBrown also demonstrated a period of silence in the motoneurones after
an antidromic shock. This was limited to the muscle-nerve stimulated.
The actual demonstration of the pause by Matthews in t933 placed
Fulton and Pi-Sufier's explanation of the silent period in the foreground, and made it unlikely that the spindles (which paused) could
be responsible for the inhibition, even if inhibition did occur.
Today we know that the silent period is a complex integration of
two peripheral factors, the pause and autogenetic inhibitory impulses
from the muscle, and at least one, and possibly two, central factors.
This will gradually become clear when I have described the reflex
effects of the spindles and the tendon organs, as known from a large
number of recent experiments. However, from other points of view
the question of the silent period is an excellent introduction to all
these problems and therefore deserves to be presented at this stage,

Fig. 97. Pyramidal cell from upper part of cat visual cortex. Golgi rapid
preparation, 150 p thick. Tracing from three plates at different focal planes. Note
recurrent collaterals from axon. (By courtesy of D. A. Sholl, University College,
London.)

As for the central factors, an important feature of the organization
of the ventral horn cells is the presence of the recurrent axon collateral
which, according to Cajal ( 1899, l9O4), first was seen by Golgi. However, Cajal made a special study of this feature of neural organization
and stated that recurrent axon collaterals are found in all nervous
centers. In the ventral horn cell the axon divides about 1 mm. from
the cell body, and one branch returns to the spinal cord. The beautiful
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tracing by Sholl (Fig. 97) is actually of a pyramidal cell from
the visual cortex but, as stated, these recurrent collaterals occur everywhere and have been extensively pictured by Cajal. Now, is this feedback excitatory or inhibitory on the ventral horn cell?
This problem was raised as early as 1914 by Graham Brown (cf.
Denny-Brown,1928; Forbes et al., T933), but Renshaw (1941) was
the first to produce evidence to the efiect that the synergists also of
a given muscle were inhibited by a shock backfired (antidromically)
into its ventral horn cells. This inhibition lasted for some 40-50 msec.
In a second paper (1946) he made the remarkable observation that
the inhibition coincided with a peculiar high-frequency discharge of
up to 1500 impulses per second in cells located among the motor
neurones. These impulses were picked up by microelectrodes inserted
into the spinal cord. At the time alternative explanations of antidromic
inhibition, such as purely electrical interaction or afterpositivity coupled
with subnormal excitability (Eccles, 1931, 1953; Gasser, 1937) in
the motoneurones had to be considered, but Eccles, Fatt, and Koketsu
(L954), returning to this problem with the aid of an internal microelectrode inserted into a single ventral horn cell (Brock et al., 1952),
have since shown that this cell becomes hyperpolarized by an antidromic shock to synergist motoneurones just as it does when inhibited
by other means (cf. Chapter 1, sec. 6, and below). This is illustrated
in Fig. 98A, while 98B confirms the observation by Renshaw (1946)
that the phase of hyperpolarization coincides with a high frequency
discharge which they ascribe to cells located amongst the motoneurones
and assume to inhibit the latter. The initial ripples on the hyperpolariza-

A are ascribed to these impulses.
The latent period of the efiect agreed with the idea that the recurrent

tion in record

collaterals had traversed one synaptic junction. Renshaw (1941,
1946) also found the excitability of some motoneurones raised by
the antidromic shock.
As soon as this notion of an inhibitory feedback through the reflex
collaterals is accepted (and, indeed, if it merely were highly probable)
it becomes very difficult, not to say impossible, to separate the inhibition from the state of subnormal excitability that follows in the wake
of an impulse and which is preceded by a brief moment of genuine
refractoriness. Every outgoing impulse in an efferent o fiber, just as
every antidromic ingoing one, inhibits, if not its own, at any rate adjacent, ventral horn cells as soon as it has been returned through
the small-cell internuncial neurones which serve as a kind of "comslutator," switching the effect from excitation to inhibition, Another
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matter is, then, to what extent this inhibition actually is efiectual when
pitted against excitation. This will depend on the state of excitability
of the ventral horn cell. The role of the feedback is probably to stabilize

l

I

l

Fig. 98A. Intracellular recording from a biceps-semitendinosus motoneurone
showing, from above downward, hyperpolarizations produced by antidromic
volleys in the biceps-semitendinosus and in the semimembranosus motor axons,
while lowest record shows zero effect of a plantaris antidromic volley. The
motoneurone was not invaded antidromically by the impulse in its own motor
axon; so in the uppermost record there is no complication by the positive afterpotential. Potential simultaneously recorded by a surface lead on dorso-lateral
aspect of spinal cord is shown above the first two intracellular records. All
records made by superimposition of about 40 faint traces so as to eliminate
random noise. Time: msec. Potential scale: 5 mV.
Fig. 98B. Upper record shows the rhythmic response set up in an interneurone by an antidromic volley in the biceps-semitendinosus motor axons. other
records, from above downward: responses of same interneurone elicited by
antidromic volleys in the motor axons to gastrocnemius, flexor longus digitorum,
and the deep peroneal group of muscles respectively. Time: miec. potential
scale: 0.5 mV.
(By courtesy of J. C. Eccles, Austratian National University, Canberra.)
the output frequency to the low values adapted for driving muscular
tissue.

Much work on reflex efiects in recent years has been carried out
with anesthetized preparations or acute spinal animals in which internuncial effects and slow changes of excitability are small or absent
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at the same time that responses to single synchronous shocks are easily
obtained. Synchronous tetanization of afierent muscle nerves elicits
slow facilitatory effects, which are abolished by doses as small as 0.3
ml. of dial per kg. (Hagbarth and Naess, 1950b). The Renshaw feedback, if assumed to be maintained in operation by a persistent discharge, is likely to belong to this particular category of reflexes which
require reasonably active preparations to exercise their normal function. In the experiment of Fig. 99a Holmgren and Merton (1953)
therefore used an active decerebrate animal in which the electromyogram of the deafferented soleus was analyzed. Reflex activity in this
muscle was obtained by rubbing the animal's contralateral flank
(crossed extensor). Record L shows that an antidromic volley to the
medial gastrocnemius nerve, which belongs to a close synergist, sets
up a silent period. With less intense background discharge the silent
period (in record 2) almost doubled its duration. Fig. 99b is a similar
experiment, but in this case record 1 shows the block obtained by a
maximal antidromic shock in the motor nerve to soleus and gastrocnemius lateralis. In record 2 a silent period of somewhat shorter
duration is elicited by an orthodromic shock to the ipsilateral dorsal
root L, setting up the synchronous monosynaptic reflex of Eccles and
Pritchard (L937) and Renshaw (1940). Records 3 and 4 compare
a maximal (3) with a partial antidromic volley. Even in the latter
case the block is complete, though of shorter duration. Actually, Holmgren and Merton found that antidromic volleys as weak as 25/o maximal sometimes succeeded in setting up a complete block. The interpretation is that the Renshaw feedback through the recurrent collaterals
ramifies rather widely among the motor neurones of these synergist
muscles.

In order to study the effect of the pause in the spindle

discharge

upon the silent period (see Denny-Brown, 1928; Lindsley,1934;Hotr
et al., 1934; Moldaver, 1936) it is necessary, as pointed out by Merton
(1950, 1951), to know the amount of extrafusal contraction. If this
is kept the same, the silent period is extremely constant, and if the
muscle contraction is slowed down by cooling, the silent period is
lengthened accordingly. It thus expresses the pause in the spindle discharge shifted forward by the time of the conduction distance. Silent
periods during contractions of soleus in man are illustrated in Fig.
100, myograms in the upper row, electromyograms below (Merton,
t954). Records 1 refer to a reflex soleus jerk elicited by tapping the
tendon. The silent period follows close on the heels of the svnchronous
reflex volley before the muscle has started its reflex contraction. In
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this early part central refractoriness, subnormal excitability due to
positive after-potential, and the Renshaw feedback will be collaborat-
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Fig. 99a. Decerebrate cat; electromyogram of deafferented soleus muscle.
Ten sweeps superimposed in each record. Contraction elicited by rubbing skin
of opposite flank. Blockage of soleus motoneurone discharge by an antidromic
volley in the medial gastrocnemius nerve. Note also that the duration of block
is briefer with a more intense background discharge (record 1).
Fig. 99b. Decerebrate cat; electromyogram of deafferented soleus muscle.
Ten sweeps superimposed in each record. Contraction elicited by rubbing skin
of opposite flank. 1: block produced by a maximal antidromic volley in the
motor nerve to soleus and gastrocnemius lateralis. 2: block following intercurrent monosynaptic reflex set up by small shock to the cut ipsilateral Lr dorsal
root. Same gain as record 1. The character of the'block is apparently the same
with either anti- or orthodromic discharge of the motoneurone. 3 and 4: late
in same experiment. Comparison of block due to 3, a maximal, and 4, a partial,
antidromic volley. The small volley causes complete block of short duration,
(By courtesy of B. Holmgren and P. A. Merton, Nobel Institute for -Neurophysiology, Stockholm.)

ing. Cessation of spindle activity follows and maintains silence in
the electromyogram. In record 2 a weak shock to the nerve in the
fossa poplitea has stimulated the large-diameter afferents but only a
very small number of efierents, too small to give a myogram. Conse-
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quently, there is only a small initial hump after about 10 msec. in
the electromyogram, confirming Hoffmann (1924) and Magladery
and his co-workers (e.g. Magladery et al., t950). Then follows the
large electromyographic response of the reflex, succeeded by the silent
period. In record 3 the myogram refers to the gastrocnemius muscle

but the electromyogram is still recorded in soleus. The lateral gas-
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1.
Fig. 100. Silent

2.

3.

periods in the human soleus recorded with a needle electrode.

A hinge fitted beneath the heel of the subject and tension in the ankle extensors
(top trace) recorded as the downward pressure at the toe. Time: 10 and
100 msec. Five superimposed records in each picture. 1: silent period during
a tendon jerk elicited by a tap in the Achilles tendon. Contact of the hammer
with skin triggers sweep. 2: during a reflex contraction set up by a shock to
afferent fibers in the popliteal fossa. 3. during a twitch in the lateral part of
gastrocnemius set up by a stimulus over that muscle. Note that soleus itself is
not excited by the stimulus. (By courtesy of P. A. Merton, National Hospital,
Queen Square, London.)

trocnemius has contracted alone in response to stimulation of its motor
point; yet a silent period is seen in the soleus. Its cause is likely to
be the Renshaw feedback-inhibition spreading from the gastrocnemius
to the soleus neurones, lengthened by autogenetic inhibitory impulses
from the contracting gastrocnemius (Granit, 1950a; see also below).
Since the silent period corresponds to the briefer duration of the gastrocnemius twitch rather than to the longer one of the slow soleus muscle, the pause in the gastrocnemius may be assumed to have withdrawn
facilitatory support from its synergist soleus.
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6. Comments on methodical limitations
When attempting to understand the reflex effects of stretch and
contraction in terms of the spindle and Golgi tendon organs, it is imperative to realize that one method alone used on one type of preparation cannot be expected to give all the information desired. Sherrington's early discoveries (Sherrington, 1900b, 1906, 1909, 1913, t924)
followed by the later ones of Liddell and Sherrington (1924, L925)
were made on the decerebrate preparation with the aid of myography,
in the later work isometric recording checked by simultaneous electromyography. Today it should be realized that reflexes on o and 7
efferents must be separately studied and that the TJoop through the
muscle spindles must be considered in connection with both the mechanical events in the muscle and its efiect upon the ventral horn cells
through nuclear bag and myotube afferents. As will be shown in Chapter 7, it is necessary to study stretch and contraction with and without
the y-loop. In the latter case one will often be forced to de-efterent, i.e.
sever, the ventral roots. One then loses the two indicators of reflex activity, myogram and electromyogram, and so is restricted to the method
of monosynaptic testing (see below) or some other method by means
of which the efiect can be recorded electrically from the cut ventral
roots. A further advantage of these methods is that muscle neryes can
be stimulated electrically to give pure afierent effects, lacking the
antidromic depolarization followed by activation of recurrent collaterals, which complicate reflex work based on myography alone.
The contribution to the total effect of these (antidromic) factors may
be insignificant in anesthetized or acutely spinalized animals but cannot without proof to the contrary be assumed to be so in the normal
animal or in the decerebrated one. Again in the latter, as we shall see,
inhibitory effects are often suppressed in the hyperexcited extensor
muscles and therefore identiflcation of some receptor effects is better
carried out under anesthesia or after spinalization.
Hoffmann and his collaborators (Hoffmann, 1.922; Hoffmann and
Keller, 1928) in work on man had come to the conclusion that the
earliest reflexes from muscle afferents, seen when tendons are tapped,
are monosynaptic ones carried directly by large afierents to the ventral horn cells, even though Hoffmann and Keller were careful to
enunciate this view as a theory. On account of the brief latency of
these reflexes (see Fig. 100), it seemed highly plausible even at that
time. Magladery and his group (Magladery et al., 1950,1951), also
working on man, have called them H-reflexes; Hofimann spoke of
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'oEigenreflexe." By a histological degeneration method Szent6gothai
(1948) has verified the existence of a monosynaptic arc from muscle
afierents. Eccles and Pritchard (1937) and Renshaw (1940), by direct recording from the ventral roots, demonstrated a monosynaptic
reflex to stimulation of the dorsal roots,* and Lloyd (1943b) proved
it to be elicitable by brief phasic stretch and to be capable of being run
at maximal afferent conduction velocities of 116m/sec. This, in terms
of the anatomical and physiological knowledge then available and
since confirmed (see above), could only mean that either type of large
afterent, from nuclear bag endings or Golgi tendon organs, was responsible for the monosynaptic reflex effect which, in agreement with
Sherrington's old results (1906, 1909, 1913) and Hoffmann's work,
was found to be facilitatory on the ventral horn cells of the stretched
muscles. This reflex undoubtedly is part of the classical stretch reflex

of Liddell and Sherrington.
Renshaw ( 1940) and Lloyd (1941, L943a) on this basis developed
a method of monosynaptic testing of reflex excitability which has proved
very useful. The principle of this method is simple: an electrical shock,
say, to the medial gastrocnemius nerve is kept weak enough to stimulate large afierents only. Let us assume that it succeeds in activathgZ1
psr cent of the ventral horn cells, which will respond with a synchronous reflex volley 25 per cent maximal. If, then, the same or a synergist
motoneurone "pool" is activated in advance by a subthreshold conditioning shock to the medial or lateral gastrocnemius nerve, the monosynaptic reflex will be found to have increased to, say, 75 per cent

maximal. This signifies that additional ventral horn cells, remaining
in a state of subliminal excitability (the "subliminal fringe" of DennyBrown and Sherrington, 1928) after the first or conditioning shock,
were raised to firing level by the monosynaptic test shock. The advantage of this method of measuring reflex excitability by the size of the
subliminal fringe is that it avoids the complications of antidromic
stimulation and of the 7-loop because the ventral roots may be cut.
From what has been stated above it is clear that this advantage is to
be had in full measure only if the first or conditioning shock actually
has been subliminal, so that no neurones have fired and consequently
were not able to backfire into the spinal cord by the Renshaw feedback. In trying to develop monosynaptic testing for use with stretch or
contraction of the muscle as a conditioning stimulus, I found it ( 1950a)
to work reasonably well with anesthetized animals, and also if the
and Sherrington (1931) saw a reflex latency as short as 0.4
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monosynaptic test volley was elicited from the cut nerve of a synergist
to the stretched or contracting muscle. For this situation Brock, Eccles, and Rall (1951) introduced the term heterosynaptic testing (i.e.
synergist testing). By homosynaptic testing they meant conditioning and test volleys traveling in the same afierent nerve, a situation likely
to introduce some complications from firing, unless the excitability of
the spinal cord be lowered by anesthesia.
Actually, Brooks, Downman, and Eccles (1950a,b) held that the ventral

horn cells became depressed in excitability even by afferent shocks at
strengths below firing level for the efferents, their so-called "subsynaptic
depression." It is difficult today to accept this notion without further evidence. The reason for this is twofold: partly, as will be shown below, that
there are both excitatory and inhibitory afferents represented among the
rapidly conducting fibers, partly that the Renshaw feedback does not require many firing cells to come into operation (see above), and in recording from undivided roots it is very difficult to be certain whether or not a
few fibers have fired.

As pointed out by Granit and Job (1952) and by Hunt (1952a) the
results obtained in studying reflex effects of stretch and contraction differ
according to whether motoneurone excitability is defined by monosynaptic
testing or by myography and electromyography in the classical way (cf.
Job, 1953a,b). This we understand still better today, now that the role of
the recurrent collaterals has been clarifled by the work referred to. Thus,
for instance, the higher the initial tension, the greater, within limits, the
reflex contractile response to stretch (Liddell and Sherrington's stretch
reflex); yet, by contrast, monosynaptic testing will in general indicate the
greatest amount of facilitation to stretch in very light initial tension. There
are other situations, such as anesthesia, spinalization, etc. (Granit and
Job, 1952), in which electromyography and monosynaptic testing are at
variance, partly, at least, because the latter test measures the number of
neurones in the subliminal fringe, many of which may not flre, or if they
do may exert a stronger feedback inhibition upon the subliminalty activated
neurones in the fringe than upon those which are kept active by a particularly large number of facilitatory channels. There may also be physiologically signiflcant differences, at the moment unknown, in the strategic
organization of mono- and polysynaptic projections on the ventral horn
cells. Stretch is a far more complicated stimulus than a test shock.
The new methods of testing have not abrogated the old standards of
control based upon proper fixation, denervations of the limb, and isolation of the muscles the reflexes of which are to be studied. These methods
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the peripheral stump a contraction could be elicited, and also by
direct stimulation of the muscle. The test shock for the monosynaptic
volley was applied to the muscle nerve, alternatively to a cut branch
of a synergist for heterosynaptic testing. Both methods were used.
The control monosynaptic response is shown in 7 (Fig. 101a), and
in C the very small reflex response from the contracting muscle, small
owing to barbiturate anesthesia. Samples illustrating the initial facilitation and the later depression of the monosynaptic response are shown
in 1-5, for different sweep speeds of the cathode ray. On the right is
the curve obtained. Thus, reflex contraction works with self-regulation.
It is first speeded up by facilitation, then brakes are applied to stop
further self-excitation (cf. Granit and Suursoet, 1949, and for work
on man, Magladery et al., l95L).
Fig. 102 illustrates an experiment (Granit, 1950a) with heterosynaptic or synergist testing, the contraction (lower record) being in
the ankle extensor gastrocnemius, the test (upper record) in the hip
extensor quadriceps. The animal was in Dial anesthesia and in addition was spinalized. To the left, contraction is elicited with a single
shock, to the right with a tetanus. There is profound inhibition, the
monosynaptic test response (control in record 1) being completely
obliterated during the whole period of just maximal tetanic stimulation, i.e. at stimulus strength below the value necessary for activating
the muscle spindles by y fibers. Clearly, then, inhibition cannot be due
to a sense organ of spindle type that, unless specifically activated, pauses
during a pure o contraction. This experiment has since been confirmed by Hunt (1952a), who has drawn the same conclusion.
These results on autogenetic inhibition naturally pointed to the
Golgi tendon organs, the more so because at the same time McCouch

and his collaborators (1950) were carrying out experiments with
electrical stimulation of the quadriceps tendon and in some experiments succeeded in obtaining a relatively pure early inhibition which
they also ascribed to tendon endings. It proved difficult to obtain inhibition selectively; they had, in fact, an early facilitation lasting about
2 msec., which suggested that the stimulus flrst activated another type
of receptor.
In our experiments the early facilitation speeding up the muscle
contraction was often of shorter duration than in Fig. 101. Again, in
the livelier decerebrate preparation, inhibition is often concealed but
can then easily be uncovered by superimposing stretch upon contraction (Hagbarth and Naess, 1950a). Inhibition was favored by an inuease in initial tension (Granit, 1950a), in agreement with the fact
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that the tendon organs have higher thresholds than the muscle spindles
(Matthews, 1933, since repeatedly confirmed by Kuffier, Hunt, and
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Fig. 102. Experimental arrangement as in Fig. 101. Stimulation of severed
ventral root to elicit gastrocnemius contraction, during which the spinal center
of the quadriceps muscle is studied by monosynaptic testing. 1: quadriceps
monosynaptic control, 2; effect of conditioning shock alone at high amplification,3-5: combined responses,6: form of tetanic stimulus, T-l 1: combined
responses showing complete inhibition that lasted within the visible range of the
tetanic gastrocnemius contraction, while with the single shock (left) inhibition
nowhere in the contraction went below minimum illustrated in record 5. Time:
100 cylsec. (Granit, l. Neurophysiol., 13,351. 1950a.)

our group). Job (1953b) made a special comparison of decerebrate
and spinal animals and in the latter found autogenetic inhibition domi-
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nating autogenetic excitation. He also confirmed the fact illustrated
by Fig. lO2 that autogenetic inhibition actually is distributed to distant synergists at an adjacent joint and thus is not strictly autogenetic,
though I have preserved Sherrington's classical term. Actually, DennyBrown (L928) observed that the silent period (orthodromic shock)
spread to adjacent muscles and for this reason postulated an inhibitory
component from muscle afferents. This one would now interpret as an
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it has also been carried out by Henneman

(res1).
Fi:om this cxperin-rent alone it could not be concluded that the
inhibition alose only in Golgi tendon oi-gans. I had found (Granit,
1950a) that when the nerve to a limb extensor was compressed, excitation to stretch disappeared sho.tiy before inhibition, suggesting that

effect of the Renshaw feedback through the Golgi recurrent collaterals.
Working on the assumption that tendon organs would be less susceptible to cooling of the muscle and interference with its blood supply

than the muscle spindles (Matthews, 1933), Job (1953b) also tried
such procedures and succeeded in demonstrating that excitatory efiects
reverted to inhibitory ones in muscle maltreated in various ways.
Henneman (1951) found the temperature of the spinal cord to determine the relative preponderance of excitation or inhibition.
As we have seen, both tendon organs and muscle spindles are
stretch-sensitive, the latter, however, generally being of lower threshold. In accordance with this fact, inhibition in my experiments, both
by homo- and heterosynaptic testing, was found to succeed facilitation
to stretch. With stretch facilitation tended to dominate over inhibition
and, indeed, sometimes in light stretch increased as much as fivefold.
Inhibition was often found to be concealed but could be uncovered by
various measures (Granit, 1950a). Similar results have since been reported by Hunt (1952a).
In view of what has been said above about the recurrent collaterals
and the inhibitory feedback, it is of importance to investigate inhibition
to stretch in circumstances which suppress firing on the part of the
ventral horn cells. Spinal, barbiturate animals are the most favorable
ones. Fig. 103 (arrangement as in Fig. 101) illustrates an experiment
on an animal of this type. A single ventral horn cell has been isolated
(Granit and Str6m, 1951a). It was identifled as belonging to the
gastrocnemius muscle. In the uppermost record it has been activated
by a shock to the gastrocnemius nerve. In the next record the test
shock (see artifact) has been tried again but in this case after the
experimenter has very slowly weighed down the thread joining muscle
and myograph so as to increase initial tension and yet avoid reflex
activation. During pressure maintained thus the ventral horn cell became inhibited to the extent of refusing to discharge to the test shock.
This happened without reflex firing of the cell. The experiment has
since been repeated and conflrmed by Hunt (1952a). With the mass
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Fig. 103. Single ventrai root fibel leflexly activated by test shock to

gas-

trocnemitrs nerves (notc shock artifact). Uppernto.st iecor-d takcn with muscle
at light tension. Middlc, cffect of test shock completely inhibited during permanent pressure on string joining mLrsclc and mvograph. Boitom, after release
of prcssrrrc. No phasic stretch. Timc in msec. (Granit and StlJm, l. Nettroplty'siol.,
14,113.19-s1a.)

among the slowly conducting extensor afferents there would be a rela-

tively greriter: number of inhibitory ones. In the same paper it was reportecl that rvhen an extensoi muscle was stimulated (in the arrangement of Fig. 101) through the cut ventral root at strengths sufficient
to activate 7 eflercnts the eliect was an increase of inhibition, although,
of course, the myogram l:emained uninflucnced. We (Granit and
Strcim, 1951a) therefore tried to find out how early single ventlal holn
cells could be inhibited at high initial tensions in the absence of firing.
The experiment of Fig. 104 (arrangement as in Fig. 101) was car-
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ried out on a single ventral horn cell stimulated by stretch. The
in the upper half of the figure (low initial
tension) was just subliminal, so that in ten control trials without
monosynaptic test shock

stretch it failed to fire the ventral horn cell. The test shock was elicited
from th: medial gastrocnemius nerve. The lateral branch could neither
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ventral horn cell did not fire in response to the test shock alone
(Pr:0), but facilitated by stretch it fired with a probability (Pr) of
10/1.0, i.e. ten times in ten trials. Then, in order to curtail the afierent
inflow, the medial gastrocnemius nerve was severed and at the same
time the muscle was put under high initial tension to increase autogenetic inhibition. With the curtailed inflow this proved possible without eliciting a natural reflex impulse to stretch. The test was adjusted to
give a control probability of response of LO/LD(Pr
- 1.0) and this
basic value was repeatedly checked. Now there was inhibition (lower

curve) from the very beginning. The experiment demonstrates that
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s

REFLEXES

the inhibitory organs require high tension in order to overcome the
effect of the excitatory ones and that under such circumstances they
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Single flber preparation

tension during slow stretch starting at zero abscissa.
analyzed in terms of probability (Pr) of response.
A neurone tested during stretch by shock from med, gastroc. nerve. Upper
curve:light tension and stretch. Test shock (Pr-0/10 at rest) subliminal so as
to reveal level of excitability during facilitation by stretch. Lower curve: med.
gastroc. nerve now tied below electrodes, and muscle at high initial tension.
Pr put at 10/10. Afferent discharge (through lat. gastroc. nerve), as shown by
large number of observations taken (200), now gave inhibition from beginning.
(Granit and Strcim, J. Neurophysiol., 14, 1,13. 1951a.)

by itself nor supported by afterent stretch impulses from both nerves
elicit an effect to a supramaximal test shock. The upper curve illustrates that with light tension and 2 mm. stretch (proceeding at constant rate along the abscissa) there was facilitation as long as the
medial gastrocnemius nerve was intact. The ordinates show probability
of response (Pr) in ten trials for each moment of stretch tested. Each
experimental point is therefore based on 10 observations. The single

may succeed in blocking the discharge as quickly as the excitatory ones
can facilitate it.
t
It seemed fairly clear from all these experiments that there are
inhibitory fibers just as fast as those responsible for excitation and, also,
that they are capable of exercising their effect during contraction when
the spindles are silent. It was hence concluded that the spindle endings represented in fast afferents were destined to become the excitatory
monosynaptic ones of Lloyd (1943b), while autogenetic inhibition
was carried by the similarly fast Golgi tendon organs.
Szent6gothai (1948) had reported that the afferent flbers from the
jaw closing muscles enter the brain stem by way of the motor root,
while those of the tendon organs pass through the sensory root. This
interesting anomaly was utilized by Mclntyre (1951) to demonstrate
that responses of endings having the characteristics of spindle receptors
actually were obtained from the severed motor root of the fifth cranial
nerve. Since these were large-fiber afferents, Mclntyre concluded that
they were of the nuclear bag type.
Denny-Brown (1928) saw activation of the antagonist flexor during contraction in the ankle extensor and associated it with genuine
inhibition during the silent period. Fig. 105 shows an analysis of the
reciprocal component of gastrocnemius excitation as measured by the
behavior of the monosynaptic response elicited in the nerve stem to the
ankle flexors. It is seen that during the rising phase of the gastrocnemius
contraction, which is the time of the pause in the spindle discharge, the
flexor monosynaptic response is facilitated. The autogenetic extensor
inhibition thus provides reciprocal excitation to the antagonist flexor.
This reciprocal effect could occasionally be demonstrated with stretch,
but it hardly ever failed to appear even in submaximal contraction in
agreement with the fact mentioned that contraction stimulates the
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tendon organs far more powerfully than stretch and also sets up more
autogenetic inhibition (Granit, 1950a, 1952a). The same experiment has been performed by Hunt (1952a), with the same outcome.
These results should also be interpreted in the light of the statement
made in sec. 5 to the effect that autogenetic inhibition is integrated into
the silent period as one of the brakes in reflex self-regulation of the
muscle contraction. Cessation of spindle firing leaves the discharge
fiom the Golgi tendon organs in possession of the field.
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(L913) "double reciprocal innervation." fn terms of receptors: the
spindles facilitate their own muscle and inhibit the antagonist, the
Golgi tendon organs do the reverse. The net result of this may sornetimes be simultaneous contraction or slackening of both flexors and
extensors. Observing such "exceptions," some have concluded that
true reciprocal innervation does not exist. Sherrington, however, real-
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Fig. 105. Cat, decerebrated, spinal. Four supramaximal stimuli to Sr cut
ventral root, setting up contraction of gastrocnemius (extensor). Monosynaptic
test response from deep peroneal nerve (to flexors) recorded from L? ventral
root. Monosynaptic control uppermost record, left. Time: 100 cy/sec. (Granit,
l. Neurophysiol., 15,269. 1952a.)

The decerebrate preparation used in classical reflexology made it
easy to study the efiects of stretch and contraction of flexors upon
extensors which, on account of the postural contraction, provided a
good background for both excitation and inhibition. The old work had
made it clear (see e.g. Sherrington, 1909, 1913; Cooper and Creed,
1927a,b; Liddell and Sherrington, 1925) that stretch or contraction
of the flexors regularly inhibited the extensors. Similarly, from Lloyd's
work (1946a,b) it appeared that his monosynaptic facilitatory stretch
reflex behaved in the same manner. Thus, autogenetic facilitation,
like autogenetic inhibition, is organized in a reciprocal fashion. Ankle
flexors and extensors act according to the principle of Sherrington's

/

2

Fig. 106. Effect

4 6 lO 20
of a

Log.

-4O 60 lOO msec.

tetanic gastrocnemius contraction from the severed

ventral root Sr on its own spinal center (Gastroc.) and that of the antagonist
flexor (Per. prof.). Spinal cat. Dial. Tetanic stimulation at 15 X threshold, proceeding at a rate of 240/sec. Anaiysis of variations in monosynaptic responses
recorded from L, ventral root, as described in text. Gastrocnemius contraction
at good initial tension. (Granit, J. Neurophysiol., 15, 269. 1952a.)

ized from the beginning that reciprocal action on antagonists meant
something only in terms of one type of receptor.
While double reciprocal innervation is the principle of reflex organization, this does not necessarily mean that the effects are symmetrical
in flexors and extensors. In fact, I have never found it to be so. In the
anatomical section it was pointed out that the afferent caliber spectra
of the ankle extensors also differed considerably from that of the ankle
flexor (tib. ant.). The typical physiological result, if both systems are
tested in the same preparation, is illustrated in Fig. 106. The flexor
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response (per. prof.) was tested during gastrocnemius contraction.
There was no early reciprocal inhibition in the flexor corresponding
to the early facilitation in the gastrocnemius system (tested afterward
heterosynaptically) . The autogenetic inhibition in the gastrocnemiu5-

as in Fig. 105 and practically always-activated the flexor center
reciprocally. Again, with the ankle flexor contraction one generally
obtains pure inhibition of the extensor system, not the reciprocal
facilitation from tendon organs. The two systems moving the limb
around the ankle are therefore highly asymmetrical: the reciprocal
effect of the flexor upon the extensor is chiefly run by the spindles and
consists of reciprocal inhibition, while the corresponding effect of the
extensor upon the flexor is run by the Golgi tendon organs-and probably by myotube endings-and consists of excitation. According to the
recent results by Hunt (1953) the myotube endings are inhibitory on
extensors and excitatory on flexors. The double reciprocal effects can
be found, but special measures must be taken to uncover them (cf.

Hunt,'1.952a, 1953). Normally they are concealed (Granit, 1952a)
below the dominant factor in the sum total of events.
The asymmetry may seem surprising, but with Sherrington (1913)
we have to inquire into the "biological meaning" of it, and then it
seems reasonable. The powerful extensor muscles support the weight
of the body, while the step is started by the less well-developed flexors,
the leg being lifted from the ground. The flexor contraction immediately inhibits the extensors reciprocally, and this process, as we have
seen, is started by the spindles in the flexor. This initial inhibition upon
the extensors, however, is soon overcome by the powerful stretch reflex started in their spindles (nuclear bag endings) when the knee is
bent in being lifted from the ground, with consequent stretch of the
extensors. The extensors contract and the leg is swung forward. Overswing is prevented by the tension exerted by the contraction upon the
Golgi tendon organs, which inhibit the extensor contraction and at the
same time help to flx the leg by eliciting a reciprocal contraction in the
flexors. It should be clearly understood that the step is regulated by
other spinal mechanisms (Sherrington, 19L3, Graham Brown, l9I4),
including the efferent spindle innervation, but the general principles of
peripheral self-regulation are laid down in this asymmetrical system
of double reciprocal innervation that I have described. Into this the
events in the myotube endings should be fitted. The systems are beautifully organized and we shall see later how the efferent spindle innervation adds to the perfection.
The general conclusions concerning the reflex effects of nuclear bag

Fig. 107. Decerebrate cat. S.ecord of group monosynaptic response to single
shock stimulation of intact nerve of gastrocnemius medialis at 0, 350, and
1080 g. initial tension. Second trace: strain gauge record. Muscle nerve stimulus
at beginning of sweep. l.' control responses. B.' same with preceding stimulation
of 28 small-nerve fibers to this muscle-muscle nerve shock (MN) at onset of
sweep coincides with last of a train of 9 stimuli at 100/sec. to small-nerve flbers
(SN), as shown on reduced time-base speed in bottom record. Time signal:
1,000 cy/sec. Note that in ,4 monosynaptic response with latency of 2-5 msec.
is followed by a second potential (less at higher tensions). At zero tension, smallnerve stimulation has no demonstrable effect, while at 350 g. the monosynaptic
response is facilitated (A) and the second potential reduced. At 1080 g. the
facilitation is greater. (Ilunt, /. Physiol., 117, 359. 1952a)
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endings and Golgi tendon organs have been tested and confirmed by
Hunt (1952a), who also approached the problems with the technique
of setting up a contraction in the intrafusal fibers by selective stimulation of 7 fibers. Some of his results on the spindles are shown in Fig.
107. As expected, the spindles were found to be responsible for autogenetic facilitation, i.e. the autogenetic stretch reflex. As for the Golgi
tendon organs in the knee extensors, he concluded that they were responsible for autogenetic inhibition and reciprocal facilitation of the
flixors. It should be realized,,however, that at ihe time of publication of
this work Hunt had not yet considered it necessary or possible to separate the effects of nuclear bag and myotube endings. Just how, or if
at all, y stimulation differentiates between nuclear bag and myotube
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stretch and contraction was widely distributed to synergists and facilitated antagonists. Their method of using "canonical" curves for excitation and inhibition obtained by shocks to mixed musctre nerves, and
drawi'ng conclusions from their deviations, has been criiicized by
Bradley, Easton, and Eccles (1953). Yet, with the support of Lloyd's
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endings is unknown.

In another manner these problems have been approached by Hagbarth and Naess (1950b), Laporte and Lloyd (1952), and Eccles and
his collaborators (see below), all working with shocks to severed muscular afferents. Hagbarth and Naess first established a strength of
conditioning shock that gave Lloyd's well-known curve of monosynaptic facilitation, illustrated in Fig. 108. It was then expected that
tetanic conditioning at this strength would maintain the facilitation, but
contrary to expectation tetanic conditioning often disclosed an inhibition which they therefore concluded had been carried by afierents of
the same size (same threshold) as those eliciting facilitation. The result
was held to conflrm the conclusion (Granit, 1950a; Granit and Strcim,
1951a) that both excitatory and inhibitory efiects were represented
among the large-fiber afferents. It might be pointed out that in all such
experiments it is only the upper range of conduction velocities that arc
being established. There may be any number of inhibitory and excitatory afferents of lower conduction velocity (smaller flber diameter). It
should be made perfectly clear that there are methodical limitations
in work of this kind ultimately ascribable to the fact that reflexes are
averages based upon efiects in a large number of afferents. We have
tried, but failed, to elicit reflex action from a very small number of
fibers split within the muscular tissue.
Starting similarly with the summation curve for monosynaptic autogenetic facilitation of Fig. 108, Laporte and Lloyd (1952) noted
deviations from it in the direction of inhibition at shock strength which
sufficed to activate only large afferents. The inhibition appeared after a
central delay of roughly one half additional msec., suggesting one
additional synapse. This then, on their evidence, is a disynaptic inhibition carried by large afferents, which like ths one studied above with
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Fig. 108. Facilitation of motoneurones by impulses in primary afferent
flbers. Points from seven experiments, scaled on the ordinates to coincide at
the time of maximum facilitation. Relative facilitation, expressed in per cent
rnaximum, is plotted as a function of time. The plotted curve is an exponential
regression having successive half-values at 2.8, 5.6, 8.4, 11.2, and 14 msec. In
four experiments facilitation in flexor nuclei was examined; the remaining
three were concerned with extensor nuclei. (Lloyd, J. Neurophysiol.,9,421.
1946a.)

considerable experience, it apparently has worked well enough to deliver results in substantial agreement with our results and those of

Hunt on autogenetic inhibition from the Golgi tendon organs.
Eccles and his collaborators (Brock, Eccles, and Rall, 1951; Eccles
and Rall, 1951; Bradley and Eccles, 1953; Bradley, Easton, and
Eccles, 1953) flnd that the large excitatory and inhibitory afferents
(autogenetic) in the quadriceps muscle actually are grouped around
two manma, just separable. The monosynaptic excitatory afferents arg
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faster and conduction velocities range from 95 to L1,4 m/sec. For the
inhibitory ones values from 80 to 95 m/sec were obtained (Bradley
and Eccles, 1953). They hold that the latter are derived from Golgi
tendon organs. In the ankle muscles there is no such differentiation.
The experiments so far described have been carried out with animals
in which the external loop through the muscle has been eliminated by
de-efferentation or else (Hunt, 1952a) controlled. The effects of the 7
efferents have thus also been eliminated. We have concluded that the
nuclear bag endings are facilitatory for autogenetic reflexes, and this
can hardly be doubted. I{owever, there are some complications not yet
understood. The first experiment undertaken to study the reflex effect
of y efferents (Granit, 1950a) showed, on the contrary, that increased
autogenetic inhibition was obtained by stimulating the 7 system. This
is illustrated in Fig. 109. The experimental arrangement is that of Fig.
101. The efferent root is divided, the peripheral stump being used for
stimulation of the gastrocnemius muscle (twitch), while the central
stump records the monosynaptic test response. Two moments, one 15
msec., the other 32, after the conditioning shock eliciting the twitch
have been picked out to demonstrate the size of the monosynaptic
reflex volley (ordinate) as a function of stimulus strength (abscissa),
which was carried far beyond the range that is supramaximal for the
extrafusal flbers (cf. Table 4, p. 206). Thus, with increasing strength
more intrafusal fibers are brought in by the activation of y efferents.
It is clear from Fig. 109 that 7 stimulation of increasing strength also
may augment inhibition. This experiment was repeated and confirmed
by Hagbarth and Naess ( 1950a). Then Hunt ( 1952a) repeated it with
tetanic conditioning, which still more effectively stimulates the y fibers,
and again confirmed it. I had akeady pointed out myself that the effect
was not always demonstrable but, when present, it was definite. This,
at the time, was a puzzling result. I drew attention to the fact that both
Sherrington (1894) and Barker (1948) had also seen Golgi tendon
organs in the spindles at their insertion points. But clearly, inhibitory
spindle organs (myotube endings) will now have to be considered
(Hunt, 1953).
Hunt (1953) has since studied separately the reflex effects of the
slowly conducted impulses from myotube endings in the spindles and
found them to be in the flexor pattern, i.e. inhibitory on thi extensors
and excitatory on the flexors. The results have not at the present time
been published in full. Clearly, the lack of knowledge about the role
of the myotube endings in the spindles, which, according to Matthews
(1933), are the most common ones, has been a deficiency in the pic-
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It is satisfactory to know that these

are being

studied.

A great deal has been said above about the monosynaptic stretch
reflex in the iiuclear bag afferents, so useful in testing reflex excitability. Can we assume that the nuclear bag endings act exclusively by
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Fig. 109. Cat. Experimental arrangement as in Fig. 101. Gastrocnemius
muscle stimulated by shock to cut ventral root, and the afferent effect on the
spinal center analyzed by monosynaptic testing. Analysis of effect of stimulus
strength.

Efiect of strength of conditioning shock for gastrocnemius muscle from
ventral root Sr on size of monosynaptic response at intervals 15 (upper) and
32 (lower) msec. between conditioning and test shock. Abscissae: stimulus
strength in multiples of threshold strength. Modest initial tension. (Granit,
l. N europhysiol., I 3, 351.. 1950a.)
monosynaptic paths to the ventral horn cells? This conclusion would
undoubtedly be premature. On purely histological grounds it seems
exceedingly unlikely that the flbers of the nuclear bag afierents would
fail to branch into polysynaptic paths when coursing from dorsal to
ventral roots. Again, if we make this unlikely assumption, it is to be
remembered that, e.9., in the muscle gastrocnemius medialis some 45
afferent fibers would be responsible for the stretch reflex in about 300
motoneurones. In view of the large subliminal fringe, the overlap would
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have to be considerable and consequently the reflex very easy to elicit.
This, however, is by no means the case. The monosynaptic response is
often far more difficult to elicit than the stretch reflex. The two may
even behave as if there were some competition. The stretch reflex tends,
for instance, to disappear in light anesthesia when the monosynaptic
response may be better than before (cf. similar observations by Brooks
and Fuortes, !952; Alvord and Fuortes, L953). Park, Teasdall, and
Magladery ( 1951) and Dodt and Gohl (1,952) point out that for man

and Movement by the Loop to the Muscle

the monosynaptic response (their H-reflex or Hoffmann-reflex) may
often be absent in patients who to all appearances have excellent mus-

Spindles. Rigidity. Spasticity
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cular control.

Liddell and Sherrington (1924, 1925) and Lloyd ( t943b) held the
stretch reflex to be highly autogenetic. Granit and Strcim (1951a)
found that despite light anesthesia some individual ventral horn cells
were fired by both the medial and lateral gastrocnemius nerve provided
some facilitation by stretch was added. Job (1953a), in our laboratory, made a special study of this question by recording from both
severed ventral roots and severed peripheral nerves and proved that
synergists could flre each other's motoneurones under a vatiety of conditions, all defined by sufficient facilitatory support from themselves or
other systems. This has been confirmed independently by Roberts
(1952) , Cohen ( 1953 ), and Alvord and Fuortes ( 1953 ).
Many of the questions dealt with in this chapter closely concern the
physiology of the spinal cord. It has been necessary, however, to delimit the subject and make a halt somewhere as an alternative to writing a chapter on the spinal cord. The latter subject will be found extensively treated by Lloyd in Howell's textbook of physiology, edited
by Fulton (1946), as well as by Eccles (1953) in a recent monograph
(cf. Creed et al., 1932).

tlat
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Introduction

Ir

appears that Rossi (see below) in 1927 was the flrst to envisage a
role for the spindle innervation corresponding to the ideas prevalent
today. Leksell (1945) realized that his work required completion with
a study of reflex effects of the 7 flbers but did not himself attempt experimentation along these lines. Granit (1950a) and Hagbarth and
Naess (1950a) next published the experiments already mentioned and
were surprised to find inhibition with supramaximal stimulation of the
ventral root of sufficient strength to bring in y efferents. On Hunt's
(1953) recent evidence this inhibition may well have arisen in the

myotube endings of the muscle spindles.

Granit and Strcim (1951b, 1.952), studying the stretch reflex at
light initial tension in decerebrate animals, found earlier facilitation if
the external loop was left intact than after de-efferentation and concluded that the spindles were tonically innervated by the 7 fibers.
Sommer (1940) and Hoffmann (1951 ) suggested that activation of the
tendon jerk in man by Jendrassik's well-known method was due to
spindle activation because it was found to take place without an increase
of tension in the muscle concerned.
However, most of the new information on reflexes and supraspinal
control in terms of spindle afierents and y efferents has come from the

direct approach of Hunt (1951, 1952a, 1953), Kobayashi et al.
(1952), Granit and Kaada (1952), Granit, Job, and Kaada (1952),
Eldred, Granit, and Merton (L953), Eldred and Hagbarth (1954),
and Granit, Holmgren, and Merton (1,954). In presenting the results
I shall try to build up a synthetic view based on the results of Hunt,
the Japanese authors, and our group, all of which deal with the functional interpretation of records from y fibers and spindle afferents.

